Timeliness of Lung Cancer Care: Assessing the Needs and Measuring Outcomes Using Patient Interviews
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ABSTRACT

Background: Some lung cancer patients experience unnecessary delays in their care in the United States. As part of a multi-organizational continuing education initiative, we wanted to design interventions to reduce time to treatment in this clinical area. However, there was a lack of published studies that would provide sufficient needs assessment information, as well as a lack of measures and methods that would allow program planners to assess educational outcomes as related to timeliness of lung cancer care. Therefore, we conducted a study to pilot-test patient interviews as a method of documenting timeliness of care.

Methods: We recruited 36 patients with lung cancer. The interview collecting 11 dates pertinent to lung cancer care was piloted with 20 patients. We subsequently interviewed 16 additional patients and reviewed their charts to analyze the accuracy of patient-reported data in comparison with chart-reported data.

Results: For 16 patients: 1) patient-reported and chart-reported median time from the first visit to provider to the first treatment was the same—41.5 days; 2) Lin’s correlation coefficient indicated almost perfect agreement (ρ > 0.99) for 5 dates, and poor agreement (ρ < 0.90) for 6 dates; 3) median time difference between patient-reported and chart-reported dates varied from 0 to 8 days. Based on all interviews, median time from the first visit to the first treatment was 50 days, ranging from 5 to 2000 days. For all 36 patients, one or more possibly avoidable delays were experienced in 24 patients (67%).

Conclusion: There are multiple opportunities to improve timeliness of lung cancer care. Interviewing patients has limitations, but it can be a reliable method of collecting dates regarding lung cancer care. This method can be utilized by education planners to inform the development and evaluation of educational and systems interventions to reduce time to treatment for lung cancer patients.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in lung cancer treatment over the past decade have the potential to considerably improve the survival rate for this disease. With these advances, it is especially important for patients with lung cancer to receive timely care. Unfortunately, delays at various points in the continuum of lung cancer care have been documented in many countries [1]. Although studies in the United States are limited, data suggest practice gaps. Seven of twelve U.S.-based studies took place within the Veterans Administration (VA) Hospital system and demonstrated great variability in timeliness of care. For example, median time from first radiography to first treatment for all patients in 127 VA medical centers was 63 days, varying from 23 days to 182 days across the facilities [2]. Similarly, timeliness of care varied widely among lung cancer patients in studies focused on sub-populations of Asians [3] and native Hawaiians [4], and in 2 other studies conducted in academic centers/tertiary care facilities [5,6]. Only 1 study demonstrated that surgical lung cancer patients were diagnosed and treated in a military academic medical center without delays [7]. Some of the causes of delays have been identified, but there are many unanswered questions regarding where and why delays occur in the continuum of care [2,5,6,8]. As part of a multi-organizational continuing education initiative, we wanted to design interventions to reduce the time to treatment for patients with lung cancer; however, a lack of published studies that would provide
sufficient needs assessment information, as well as a lack of measures and methods that would allow program planners to assess educational outcomes as related to timeliness of lung cancer care required us to gather the necessary data ourselves.

Chart review is a common method to assess timeliness of care, but it is virtually impossible in multi-site studies and in systems that do not have integrated primary care and specialist/tertiary care. Existing U.S. tumor registries have not been used to document timeliness of care because they lack necessary data. We pilot-tested patient interviews in a search of a feasible approach to measure delays in lung cancer care across multiple health care systems. This methodology study was approved by the University of Wisconsin Health Sciences Institutional Review Board (IRB) and the Gundersen Lutheran IRB (La Crosse, Wisconsin).

**METHODS**

We conducted a mixed-methods study to pilot the patient interview technique focusing on dates relative to lung cancer care and to assess the accuracy of date recall by patients. The interview approach was adopted from 2 studies where researchers utilized patient interviews in combination with either physician interview [9] or chart review [10]. Both studies showed evidence of patients being able to recall the dates of their care, although the accuracy of recall was not evaluated.

Eleven dates of interest were defined based on previous publications [9-11]. These dates pertained to the following events: A, first visit to primary care/any health care provider with symptoms indicative of lung cancer; B, first imaging test showing lung abnormality (i.e., a suspicious nodule or mass on an x-ray, CT, etc.; if repeated scans, the date of the first scan); C, patient informed of result of imaging; D, referral to specialist (e.g., pulmonologist, thoracic surgeon, oncologist, multidisciplinary lung cancer clinic); E, first visit to specialist; F, first diagnostic test after initial imaging (i.e., any lung cancer-related evaluative procedure occurring after the first imaging and before diagnosis); G, last diagnostic test; H, patient informed of a confirmed diagnosis; I, first referral to treatment (i.e., the earliest date following initial imaging on which the patient was referred for radiation therapy, chemotherapy, or a surgical treatment); J, enrollment in clinical trial (if applicable); and K, first treatment (i.e., the earliest date following diagnosis on which the patient received radiation therapy, chemotherapy, or a surgical treatment). The Figure illustrates typical positions of these dates in respect to the lung cancer care continuum and possible delays.

Patients were recruited from 2 clinical sites in Wisconsin. To increase the diversity of patients and patterns of care they have experienced, we selected sites that had different geographic locations and those with and without affiliation with an academic institution. At the first site, an urban academic oncology center, the sample included 20 patients with non–small cell lung cancer; the mean age was 63.55 years (standard deviation [SD], 8.09). At the second site, a rural community oncology center, the sample included 15 patients with non–small cell lung cancer and 1 patient with small cell lung cancer; the mean age was 60.25 years (SD, 9.40). Patients at the first site were interviewed to pilot the interview technique. Resulting interview modifications included asking a patient to tell his or her story and then going over the story to clarify the dates, and encouraging strategies to facilitate recall, such as using family calendars and medical bills.

At the second site, all patients were interviewed using the modified technique, and their charts were reviewed to extract the dates. Dates reported by patients were then compared to the dates from corresponding charts. We calculated mean differences.
between the dates from both sources. Agreement between the patient- and chart-reported dates was also assessed using Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient (ρ) [12] and interpreted based on the ρ value as poor (<0.90), moderate (0.90–0.95), substantial (0.95–0.99), and almost perfect (>0.99) [13].

Additionally, we evaluated key time intervals in the full sample of 36 patients and conducted qualitative analysis of each case to identify possible reasons for delays. For this purpose, delays were defined as initial evaluation delay (AD > 60 days and/or missed opportunity to suspect lung cancer); referral delay (DE > 7 days); specialist/diagnosing delay (EI > 30 days); and specialist/treatment delay (IK > 21 days) (see definition of dates A, D, E, I, and K, and related intervals in Figure). These definitions were formulated based on recommendations that were available at the time of planning this study (i.e., British [14] and Canadian [15] guidelines) and expert input. The research team consulted with the Advisory Committee, consisting of 3 medical oncologists, 2 pulmonologists, 1 radiation oncologist, 1 surgeon, 2 primary care clinicians, 1 statistician, and 2 lung cancer survivors, to refine the study design and interpret the findings.

**RESULTS**

Overall, patients could not recall 5% of the dates of interest, and 2% of the dates were not documented in the patients’ charts. For the 16 patients for whom interview/chart comparison was done, patient-reported and chart-reported median time from the first visit to health care provider to the first treatment was the same—41.5 days—although the patient-reported interval ranged from 22 to 189 days and the chart-reported interval ranged from 22 to 411 days. For 5 of the dates Lin’s correlation coefficient indicated almost perfect agreement, ρ > 0.99, and for 6 dates poor agreement was observed, ranging from ρ = 0.69 to ρ = 0.78. Greater agreement was observed for the dates starting with the last diagnostic test until the first treatment. The median time difference between patient-reported and chart-reported dates for the 11 dates of interest varied from 0 to 8 days (Table 1).

Based on all interviews, key time intervals varied (Table 2). The median time from the first visit to a health care provider to the first treatment (i.e., primary time interval) was 50 days, ranging from 5 to 2000 days. We observed that the distribution of time intervals in cases with shorter versus longer primary time intervals was different. When patients moved through the health care system relatively quickly, they spent more time with specialists than with primary care physicians/other who did the initial evaluation. In cases with the longest timelines, patients experienced the greatest delays at the primary care/initial evaluation stage.

Review of interview notes and recordings revealed that 1 or more possibly avoidable delays were experienced by 24 of 36 patients (67%). Reasons for delays included: 7 related to a failure to suspect lung cancer (e.g., giving a patient 3 courses of antibiotic for sinusitis), 2 related to poor provider–patient communication (e.g., a health care provider informing a patient to wait for a phone call and not calling), 4 related to lack of communication among providers (e.g., transfer of care issues), 22 systems issues (e.g., waiting for an appointment with a specialist), and 5 patient-related reasons (e.g., missing a follow-up appointment).

For example, a 68-year old male patient, whose story started with a visit to a family physician with persistent symptoms of cold, reported 2 delays. First, when a nurse called the patient with the result of the first chest x-ray and said it was possibly cancer and a follow-up appointment was needed, the patient “shut his mind,” said nothing
to his wife, and continued with his normal life. Nobody from the clinic contacted the patient regarding the missed follow-up. Diagnosis resumed 10 months later, when the patient came to the clinic again because he felt very sick. The second delay was waiting approximately 55 days for an appointment with a pulmonologist. The total time from the first primary care visit to surgery was 381 days.

DISCUSSION

This pilot study, conducted with a small sample of lung cancer patients in Wisconsin, demonstrated that interviewing patients can be a reliable method of collecting dates regarding the diagnosis and treatment of lung cancer. Although comparisons between patient-reported and chart-reported dates revealed minor discrepancies, the research team and a multispecialty panel of clinicians who reviewed the findings concluded that patients were able to recall most of the dates and that their recall was sufficiently accurate to justify utilization of patient interviews in planning and assessing outcomes of interventions to reduce time to treatment of lung cancer, as well as further exploration of this method in future research studies.

Limitations of the patient interview method include limited recall (i.e., missing dates, estimated dates, and incorrect dates), and inability of some patients to participate in the interview (e.g., due to deteriorated cognitive function or a hearing problem). In some cases, we found it helpful to invite a family member/caregiver to join the interview and assist the patient with date recall and/or communicate directly with the interviewer (e.g., by speakerphone). We also encouraged patients to use calendars, medical bills, notebooks, or folders they may have kept regarding their disease and any other resource that could facilitate recall. Because we used a small convenience sample recruited at a rural community oncology center, our findings regarding accuracy of patient recall of dates related to lung cancer care cannot be generalized to a broader population of patients with lung cancer.

Interviewing patients about the timeliness of their lung cancer care can be beneficial when researchers want to access diverse groups of lung cancer patients, including patients who were not seen in a cancer center, and obtain patient perspectives on timeliness of care. Furthermore, given the efficiencies in using this method, it may be employed in multi-site studies that were previously too expensive or cumbersome to complete.

Two-thirds of patients in our study experienced 1 or more delays in care that could possibly be avoided. This finding is consistent with previous research [2,5,6] indicating multiple opportunities to reduce time to lung cancer treatment.

Interviews with lung cancer patients can be helpful in developing a better understanding of the magnitude of delays and where they are most likely to occur in the diagnosis-to-treatment continuum. We are currently using the piloted method in a larger needs assessment study in 2 states with divergent lung cancer incidence rates (Wisconsin and North Carolina). Furthermore, patient-reported time intervals relative to diagnosis and treatment of lung cancer could be documented before and after an intervention to measure its impact. Thus, patient interviews can be utilized by education planners, quality improvement specialists, clinicians, and administrators to inform the development and evaluation of educational and systems interventions to reduce time-to-treatment for lung cancer patients.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of intervals</th>
<th>AK, Primary Interval</th>
<th>AD, Initial Evaluation</th>
<th>DE, Referral</th>
<th>EI, Specialist/ Diagnosing</th>
<th>IK, Specialist/ Treatment</th>
<th>FG</th>
<th>EK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>2000.0</td>
<td>800.0</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>702.0</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dates: A, First visit to health care provider with symptoms indicative of lung cancer; D, referral to a specialist; E, first visit to a specialist; F, first diagnostic test (any lung cancer–related evaluative procedure occurring after the first imaging); G, last diagnostic test that occurred before the beginning of treatment; I, first referral to treatment; K, first treatment.
†When one or both dates defining an interval were not provided by a subject, the interval for this subject was excluded from analysis.
‡One interval was excluded because referral to treatment occurred before the first visit to specialist.
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